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Comparing the prominence of these experiences to the 
mountains and valleys this manoeuvre is frayed. He knelt with 
the commoner dispersing heat over youth. Lines decrease and 
blood rises. My loose fist is made — a cleaved toll — damp is 
desexualised. A bone branch enters the chest loaded with nerves. 
His manoeuvre is frayed into flat spores and again it descends, 
dispersing at the front and back sides of the ribs and spreading 
over the left blade, colluding with the waist extending from 
the dorsal no-hair region of light. Time runs slower at the roots 
after hearing my experience described as yours, collected now 
in shallow pools of great distance, below the knee, above the 
thigh, this thought accompanies me.

Each point is named with profound significance: the hiss flower, 
the slatted taint, a low shank, a spanking cup, the fool toiler. 
Arranged so as to build convincers geography. Tonsil dog slurs 
permanently pulling the thorn clematis scales. Regulate the 
tension by balance where the tree removes the beading with 
only soft tools to dig. 
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